"Don't ever dare «o take your
college as a matter of course— ;
because;, like democracy and
freedom , many people you'll
, never know ' anything about
have broken their hearts to
get it for yoil."

C' mon Mules———
Beat Trinit y!

Alinn Dner Miller

Strider Is Inauguratec! Schedule For Noted Editor ? Educator
Parent's Weekend
Colbv's 17tli President
Gives Weekend Address
FRIDAY

Freshman Football — Colby vs.
Bridgton Academy, 2 p.m.
Varsity Soccer , Crafts Field —
Colby v vs. Norwich, 2:30.
Coffee at Given Auditorium 7 p.m.
. . SATURDAY
Registration, Miller Library, 8-11
a.m.
Footbal l — Mules vs. ' Trinity,
L30 p.m.
Reception at Roberts Union immediately following the game.
Concert in Lorimer Chapel, 8 :30
p.m.

Hew Averill Ssries
T@ E@gin Thursday
With A'Theologian
'' ¦ " .

President Smith and President . Strider
'¦
p hoto by Bob Weibust

The Inauguration of President Robert E. L. Strider on Tuesday
of this week proved to be an impressive occasion. Witnessing the Inauguration , were many distinguished guests, representing learned so¦. '' ; •.';> ..,.; .
States.
cieties, .colleges: arid .tiriiversijies .through j he.U
^,
Dr. Courtney Craig Smith; president of Swarthinore and a former classmate of President Stridor 's at Harvard , was the guest speaker.
His speech covered many aspects of ant in this day 'and age of totalitara college presidency. It was present- ian suppression of freedom . One
ed with brilliant wit • and insight must be free to search for the truth.
into the intricacies of what is de- • Students were brought into the
manded of a college President.
address as champions of change in
P R E S I D E N T SMITH
American colleges. Their role in AmDr. Smith characterized Presi- erica seems to be question every
dent Strider as possessing the qual- move the college makes. Students
ities of intelligence, vision , consci- CAN hy dynamic constructive forc,
ence and dedication. He fittingly es for change but should be aware
preceded the Inaugural Address by of their limited backgrounds of exdiscussing the "change" in an aca- perience.
demic institution , as not perceivaThe multiplicity of the diversity
ble in .the immediate instance. He
of
each constituency in the college
stated that with a new President
produces
a complex of tensions in
comes a difference in values and a
- community. The presithe
college
'He
pointed out
change in emphasis.
dent
lias
to
convince the different
that although it often takes a lifeconsti
tuencies
by example and pertim e to know an individual , it t ak es
suasion
—
not
. by order, Thus
. ).
ages to evaluate an idea.
President Smith pointed out that
"An academic community must
some believe that the college
b e dem ocrati c and individu alisti c
po, , . . t h e competition of ideas in Presidency is an • 'impossible"
sition — mainly because , of the
search of , truth gives, vitalit y t o th o
multiplicity of requirements of his
academic community." It is the responsibilit y of a liberal arts college time , talents and energy.
Ho concluded by praising tho abto , protect , 'not punish, freedom ¦,of
responsible .dissent. This is import- ilities and enthusiasm of President

Dr. Jacob Amstutz, as the first
guest lecturer of the 1960-61 Averill
Lectures , will' speak on ','SicknesB,
Evil , and Theology with Sarte , Camus, and Kafka " on Thursday, October 20. << ,
Dr. Amstutz ; has become distinguished both here and abroad as a
lecturer , ordained minister, author ,
and professor. After teaching German and French Literature in Germany, he became ord ained in 1944
and in 1949 obtained his doctor 's
degree in philosophy, psychology,
and the comparative history of freligions.
Since then he has lectured and
written a great amount on these
subjects , including a book on "the
relation between doubt and mysticism , especially on the writings of
Augustine'^ and a prize-winning essay; "What is Responsibility?" He
has lectured extensively in Switzerland and in the United States at
the XVI Congress for Liberal Christianity and at,Dartmouth College.
Because of his extensive background and experience in his subject , the lecture b y Dr. Amstutz
should be an excellent beginnin g to
tho annual series of Averill lectures.
'
Robert Strider.
There followed a presentation by
tho Glee Club with . three soloists
and the chamber, orchestra . Reginald Sturtevant , presiding for the
first time in th e offici al capacity of
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
of Colby, formally inau gur at ed
President Strider by presenting him
with the charter of the collogo and
tho Bibl e of Hannibal Hamlin.
Tho inaugural acceptance and addross followed.
PRESIDENT STRIDER
. After , alludin g briefly to the history of Colby and tho basis on
which' it was' founded , Pr e sid ent
Stridor thon commented upon tho
/philos oph y of , tlio value of a liberal
arts education. "Tlio liberal arts
college is committed to tho belief
that tho host preparation • for. life
in our worl d , and espe ciall y toward
tho professions that ' requ ire further
Rpooiali'/.od study, ' is a broad aoqn aintanco with human knovylodgo
rather than narrowl y concentrated
.trainin g in limited areas. It is ,' in
short , $i'o pursuit , of truth , free and,
rmi'GRtriotod ,- i for truth itself is almost infinitely „ variou s , ' 'What aro
tlio , promises ujjon which this phil-)
osbplvy rests P -first : , "Tho discip-

Community Symphonies
'
Season
Outline Active.
Recent! elections have added six members to 'the Colby Community Symphony Orchestra. These new members arc ,Stephen Schoeman
on clarinet ; Carol Ingerman on violin; James Fpzard on trombone ;
Laura Newman on the harp; Gesa Fiedler on violin ; ' and Gratia
Laws on cello ,'' With this election, thc total membership for 19.0-1961
is brought,1 to over sixty students. In addition , it should also be noted
that thoro is 'an especially ' strong ¦Hold in the Park s Gymnasium. On
string section this year,, with thirty Sunday, JDooombbr .11, the Orchestra
five ' instrum ents , including twenty
¦
violins. ,. . ' .
i ,
Tho program for 1900.1961 includ es Boo thoyon 's Symphony, No 1 j
Prol.ofioff' H Potcr antl tho Wolf ;
Bellini 's Norma Overture ; and OoHur Francik' s Sym phony; In D Minor.
Tho Colby Orohostra plans to par*
tioipato in five concerts during tho
oourso of the year, i Tho first ' is 'to
tulco plaoo on November 13 at Pitts-

and tlie Glee Club will combine their
talents in: a Obristnias Oo'ncort
which will bo hold' at th o, Women 's
Uni on h oro at Oolb y. This will bo
f ollowed' b y, a' ; Youn g Peopl e's • ConooB at the Oponi House on , Sunday,
March 1.2, and a Spring Oonoo'rb on
Sunday( April 30, Tho ' final performan ce ;of tho . Colby Symphony
Oroh ostra will bo givon at tlio 06m- lined mind is hotter able to arrive
monoemont Concert ' on Juno _ .
Continued on Pago Four

John S. Hooper , distinguished
journalist and expert in the field
of education, will speak at the Parents Luncheon tomorrow ,! not of the
achievements of the Colby sons and
daughters, but on behalf of. those illustri ous persons who made them
possible, the parents. Since Mr.
Hooper is the father of a Oolby senior , he possesses the attributes
necessary for such a topic.
His background, apart from paternal cares, is worthy of noting.
Born in Maine, he graduated from
Wesles'an in. 1928, and , after serving in Naval Intelligence in World
War II , took up residence in Vermont. Here he succeeded , first as
managing director of the Stephen
Daye Press, until transferring allegiance to the Brattleboro Daily
R ef ormer , which he now edits.
Mr. Hooper has sei-ved as Vermont member on the New England
Board of Higher Education and as
chairman of the Vermont State
Board of Education .
In the July, 1959 , edition of the
Ameriban Editor magazine appeared
an article under his by-line, enti-

M r . J ohn S. Hooper
tied "Fidelity to the Democratic ,
"
Code. "
The luncheon , to be held tomorrow in the Field House at 11:30
a.m., will also feature short addresses by Professor Ralph S. Williams ,
'35, vice , president of Colby, and ¦
President Robert E. L. Strider.

Moiiiecoriiirig HigHEgHts:
Matches, Music, More!
,

"Posters proclaim it! Everyone's talking about it! Only one week
. .
till Homecoming ! . - ' .
i
The Homecoming Committee has endeavored this year to - provide fun and activity as always, while omitting the too-scheduled atmosphere that sometimes pervades big weekends.
A Student Rally, Friday at 4:30, will appropriatel y kick-off
Homecoming 1960. Also in the afternoon will be a varsity soccer
game,
The fabulous Flamingos will headline the concert Friday night , commencing at 7:15. Following their
performance, Al Corey and his band
will pr ovid e the musi c for a d ance
from ten to 12 :30, The Homecoming
Queen will be crowned at the dance.
Anyone att ending th e con cert and
d ance will have an opportunity to
vot e for the queen candidate of , their
choico as they enter the gym,
Saturd ay , .morning's events will
include the D.U. bike race at 10 :30.
Th e race, !as u sual , will be a relay
around Johnson Pond. Good vantage points should be hear the finish line which will bo in back of the
D.U. house.
;
Imports will l)o , admitted free to
tho ' classic of the weekend — tho
Colby-Bowdoin football game, Saturday afternoon, Odds havo it that
Colby wilt ro-onaot .last year 's victory, but it should bo another close
oho.
\
Half-time at the, gairio will feature the judging of sorority floats
and tho intricate parado measures
of the ROTO drill team. Fraternity
decorations will also be judged Saturday, . ' ¦' • ' . ' .
Saturday night will find tho fraternities true to ' this , year's Homecoming thomo, tlio "Sound of Music " as all opon for parties,
¦ An added attraction will bo added
to tho Bromo Brunch this year.
Duri ng tho brunch', which is sponsored Sunday morning from 9 :30 to
ll s :30 by tho I.F.C. and Pan-Hoi ,
' * ' ".
the Colby-ottos, will sing,
• And Homecoming will oomo to a
brav o close on Sunday afternoon at

2 :00, when tho Outing Club invites

those fraternity men who still can ,
to partici pate in the Woodsman 's
Meet.
Bids for this weekend can be obtained from I.F.C. representatives,
Continued on Page Four
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ENGLISH DEPA RTMENT

This afternoon the first of a
series of poetry readings and
readings from literature will be
held at 3 p.m. in the Smith
Lounge. This series will open
with readings of Walt Whitman ,
18S5 Beatnik poet , and Lawrence
Forlinghotti , 1855 Beatnik poet.
Mr. Phillip s of the English Department will read Whitman 's
poems, and Mr. Brown , also of
the English Department , will
read that of Ferlinghettl. The
readings will bo followed by a
!
student-faculty toa.
Coming readings will feature
P rofessors Sutherland , Comparetti and Schiller among others.
Tlie program for oho Friday afternoon will bo studont novelists
reading from their novels which
thoy are writing in tho college 's
creative writing oourso. Also, boforo Christmas thoro will bo a
reading of Audon 's Christmas
Oratorio. Another planned progra m will feature a poot from ' off
oampus who will road and discuss his works
,
,,
,.,
Thoso readings should bo of
groat interest to the wholo student body, and It Is hoped that
as many , as possible will attend.
Th o programs will bo varied , educational , humorous and beneficial as woll as entertaining frail students.
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Editorial

Pap fer or Pablum?

Lette rs To Edito r

Well, well. Look's like the ads in
the Echo are taking; on a politicorel igious flavor.
I am surprised and sorry to see
such an item as the "Man or
Mouse" ad in our newspaper. It
is.-in extremely poor taste to print
such spurious material as that , mock
"vo t e" w hic h is s t rongly s lant ed,
both psychologically and emotionally.
I doubt whether any respectable
oppo n ent in . any ca m paign wou ld
consider printing this type of ad.
Well then, who DID consider printing it? Can it be that Colby endorses this kind of campaigning ?
Does th e Ech o need money so b adly
that it must accept every ad someone will pay for ? Perhaps a more
enlightening question would be, "Is
our advertising editor a man or a
mouse?"
\
.
Rosy Carbino
Letter to the Editor : .

We realize that advertisements
in the Echo are a financial necessity. However, we feel that the notice in the October 7th issue entitled "Man or Mouse" was in extremely poor taste, and should have
been rejected. Religious discrimination has no place in a college news• .•
paper.
Sincerely,
Marsha Palmer, Susan Ferries,
Weezie Lippschutz , Judy Milner,
Barbara Read, Jane Johnson.

The Echo received three letters protesting the appearance of a
somewhat emotively worded advertisement that appeared on the last
page of- last week's paper. Althou gh we ar e glad to get letters and are
relieved to see that nobod y is being misl ed by the ad, we are perplexed that nobody wrot e a ringing defense of religious toleration.
Instead, the issue that concerned our letter-writers and the many people who complained to the Echo staff last week was solely the
Letter to the Editor
pres ence, of the ad.
A co llege newspap er is s uppose d
to
represent the general attitude
Although we doubt the gravity of this $1.90 ad, we do think it
of
the
students at the college. A
is still worth worrying about the typical approach of these critics of
student at Colby should be "able to
the Echo. They have a better case than most critics, bu t t heir meth od take pride in showing the "Colby
is detrimental to the health of their campus newspaper. Basically th ey Echo " to anyone. Therefore no adwish the Echo to censor their reading matter . And they are not the vertisement with discriminatory imonly ones. Again and again we are discovering that the students as plications should be published. "
Such an advertisement did appear
well as our bureaucratic colleges are try ing to keep t h e quality of
in the issue of the "Colby Echo" of
th eir paper insipid.
October 7, 1960. It is under the
This fall and last spring we printed" several' "controversial" arti- title, ..."Man or Mouse" ; and .says;
cles and a few very carefull y thought-out editorials. Naturally the "If we elect a creature that dares
not worship even once in a church
persons and departments on the receiving end of the editorials have other than his own without the
been concerned. In nearly every case we have been called up to ac- permission of his religious boss,
count to the various departments and have had several very uncom- will we have a man or a mouse in
fortable interviews. And we usually shut up. But we have always the White House ?" Below appears
hop ed tha t ou r id eas would incite someone to take pen in hand to a space for voting.
We do not find it necessary for
write a scathing, logical rebuttal. Not that we are masochistic, but the "Colhy Echo" to accept all adthat we are concerned about the quality of our college and are con- vertisements merely because they
sequentl y dismayed at t he dead sound we hear out in the dark when are offered. We do wish you would
we throw out an article or a thought. If we do hear a noise, it is a give an .xplanation of your action.
wail of angui sh yelling for us to stop throwing things. Rarely does If ; this advertisement was placed in
our paper as an example of the abanyone sally forth to do battle with us or with our writers and con- surdity of prejudice , this should be
tributors.
clearly stated . Otherwise the reader
This response is very puzzling, for after all we only deal with is left with the impression that this
is the attitude of the paper and of
ideas and attitudes. Ideas only hur t if put into action. But obviously Colby. We, the undersigned were
t h e campus onl y wishes us to print the correct ideas and the right very much disturbed by your indisopinions. Perhaps this is just another index of conformity in our cretion ,
midst . But it could indicate a fear of ideas, a dread of criticism, and Gloria Shepherd , _ ean Gross , Rosecon sequentl y reveal our insecurity in face of any introspection of our marie Carbino, Lael Swinney, Ruthie Pratley, Gret'chen Miller , Ann
basic — or even minor — beliefs. And yet one has only to stare an
Bruno, Marilyn Fowler, Linda
¦
idea in the face and disarm it with logic.
Scanlon, , . . ; ¦

Despit e/ what a paper should be,, we can draw a conclusion or one that lists names of people jointwo about the kind of paper people seem to want. It resembles a ing organizations and reports noth-

rather bland Friday afternoon pablum. And when the pablum is bitter, the cook gets yelled at until he censors, and smooths, and dilutes
the mixture until it becomes its harmless, dull , boring self again. Everybod y wants — and in some ways rightl y wants — a democratic
(but not Democratic , fair , objective gung-ho paper. Everybody wants
their organization to get equal space with every other organization.
Everything is to look as good as possible. So', above all, the Echo is
a neutral reflection of everybod y 's wishes about their good looks, rather than urfcertain reality that confronts us in the mirror.

So what are the consequences to our writers who have tried to
think — however unused to the practice they may be? Our campus
usuall y fulminates against (or ignores) them, and it vents its emotions against everybod y 's Scapegoat, The Colb y Echo. But nobod y has
the privilege and tho-joy of reading a gracefully reasoned demolition
of the thinking that went into the article in question.
It all adds up to this: the campus is creating the kind of newspaper it wants. The social pressure on our staff is hamstringing the
paper and sapping willingness to waste useless effort. It is turning the
Echo ' into a bureaucracy as deadly in its self-defeating, self-mimicking, sclf-perpetu tation as in any department on campus. The campus can kill thc paper ancl deprive itself of . the benefit of talented
peop le serving the whole campus. Yet who wants the resulting paper

ing previously unknown P How can
such a paper integrate the" campus
or honestly acquai nt its readership
with the really significant things
happening P
So wo issue an appeal. Please,
dear readers, if tho Echo goofs its
job or maligns you unjustly or .hurts
y^uf*- .feelings, don't bo satisfied
with grouching to tho personnel on
tlie paper. Complete tho job by advancing human knowledge through
your improvement or demolition of
tho offending ideas — in writing I
If you. can't write, hire an English
,
maj or.
5w__'%S_™____33»«IS-3-^S"» ^ ___i_^^*''Mfc_ ^ »'Bh_f ^* _Tlr
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By DON FREEDMAN

\i HiK !
I think most of the campus is very much unaware ;of :'the turmoil
recently cau sed by the last Inter-Fraternity Council meeting.. In it,
an extremely distressing situation was sharply brought to a heacl in a
heated debate. Most of the IFC representatives brought back to
their respective houses the issues involved and the results of the subsequent argument ," -but .rfor the uninformed rest of the campus, the
f ollowing is a r eason ably objective report of that meeting.
Two members of a fraternity were found in a freshman's room
by .dorm proctors during hours other that those specified by the IFC
as allowable for rushing purposes. It was a clear-cut case of "dirty
r ushing" as was unanimously agreed upon in the vote that followed
the charge. The feelings of each of the representatives concerning
the severity \of punishment gradually, emerged from this point on,
and one could discern boundaries of opposing camps being formed.
One member thought that since quite a bit of "dirty , ru shing" had
been going on, it would b e unfair to unduly chastise- one fraternity.
Two-thirds of the Council sided with this opinion and only three
members wanted severe action. A meaningless penalty of ten points
from the Bixler Bowl and a warning was levied on the offending
house. These were the facts. Seemingly, the only fault was a gross
leniency in punitive action.
However, much more than this mere account of miscarried justice manifested itself shortly. The fact soon came out that some fraternities had voted for leniency because they knew that their own
"wash was dirty " and were afraid of retaliation if they wielded a
heavy club. This' would b e a case of thinking only of vested interes t s
in the form of one's own frat erntiy in a group that is meant to be
for above such pettiness. In fact , as was later brought out by dorm
councilors, at least thre e IFC members themselves were caug ht in
¦
blata nt "dirty ' rushing" incidents.
I submit that the IFC has shown a deplorable lack of integrity.
The members themselves are far from being above reproach and the
organization is sickeningly weak. Either a wide-open, cut-throat rushing policy should be adopted or else the existing stringent rules should
be maintained and effectively enforced. The latter alternative is only
possibl e with a pretty thorough introspection by the members of the
council.
I hope that the next meeting will result in a complete revamping
of' niles through suggestions from the members with the possible resignation of any man who cannot carry the burden of integrity.

"Mule Kicks" Kicked

By PAUL KEDDY •
readers
of the ECHO may remember an article
Many of you
that appeared in the October 7 issue by Gerry Tays in his column
Mule kicks. In this article Mr. Tays discussed my "Warnings to
Freshmen" which had appeared in a previous issue of the ECHO.
First of all, Mr. Tays states that my article, which dealt with the high
number of freshmen who get into academic difficulties every year,
was mainly concerned with an ath- be ineligible to compete providing
letic problem and should have ap- they had competed for the previous
peared on the sports page, if at all. three years.' THIS IS THE RULE.
My reason for not' wanting my, arti- Naturally there is also the possibilcle on tho sports page was simply ity of keeping the freshmen off any
the fact that I have never seen a squads so they could concentrate on
matter of controversy appear on hitting the books instead of a
stuffed football dummy.
this page.
If Mr. Tays is so sure that the
Now for what I hope will be the
cause
of so/many freshmen flunklast round of "fact?" on tho inatter.
outs
is
simply the "fact that some
Mr. Tays corrects my estimate of
freshmen
aren't ready for college,
time spent for football practice to
lie
should
inform tlie members of
eight hours per- week on the gridthe
faculty
who have spent a good
iron. Unfortunately, I* wrote this
article this past summer whon ac- deal of timo investigating this probcurate figures were not available. lem. I can see no reason to be esHowever, in my estimation I includ- pecially happy with a 1.86 average
ed time taken by the freshmen foot- for all freshmen, considering that
ball player to got to ' the gym , the boy 's average must bo quite a
Continued on Page Eight
change clothes, and time spent after
practice to showqr, etc. While it
INDEPENDENTS—VOTE !
may be true that freshmen spend
Next Wednesday night thoro
only eight hours on the field; we will bo an important mooting
would have to add another four for all Independent men to dishours per week spont by tho fresh- cuss tho olootion of Indepohdont
man football player for those time- representatives to tho Studont
consuming activities. With regard Government. The inde pendents
to the solution which I suggested nootl a strong voloo In Studont
might POSSIBLY be used ,, that of Gov ernment to offoot reforms
freshmen playing ' varsity sports, arid to prevent discriminative lethis would NOT moan immediate gislation . Tho only way this can
expulsion from tho NCAA, .Hero I bo clone is to veto for tho man
wish Mr. Tays would got his facts who will best represent you as!
right. Coadh Kolloy. informs mo that Independents and individuate.
tho NOAA rules for our collogo alNominat ion papers will bo alow a porsoh to compote in NOAA vallnblo In the Dean s office for !
'
sponsored tournaments for ( only t hoso Interested In runnin g,
.j
throe years. Thus, if one of our
Wi lliam Bainbrld go G1;
teams was invited to an NOAA
Frotl Field '03
tournament for four years in a row,
A lan Frankol '82 !
then tho seniors on tho' team would

'Left to right , first row — Barbara J ean Campbell, Peggy Chandler , Linda Doe , Marty Schatt , Gail
Kock; second row — Karen Knudsen, Sue Curi, Linda J ohnson, Leslie Duggin 3 Susan Woodward.
"
, . Photos by Betsy Crockett and Bob Weibust
Kappa Delta Rho's candidate for Homecomi ng Queen is Peggy Chandler from Cumberland Center, Maine. Peggy was very active in high school and was President of both her class and the National
Honor Society as well as Captain of the girls ' basketball and swimming teamsr As one of Colby 's new
freshmen cheerleaders , she will soon have a chance to display some o£ her enthusiasm for Colby.
"*"' Strawberry blond. Linda Johnson is Alpha Tau Omega's choice for Homecoming Queen. Linda
attended Lexington High School , where she was a member ' of the Glee Club, the French Club, the Ski
Club, and on the Yearbook Staff. her skiing, as a member of the Wo- hom.etown and she comes from WaShe would like to major in French men's Ski Team .
chusett High School where she was
Zeta Psi has selected Gail Koch a member of the National Honor
with a possible future as an interpreter in the United Nations.- Her in- from-Easfe-^Brewsteiy Massachusetts , Society," 'Secretary of thev Student
terests include skating, swimming, as Homecoming Queen candidate. Council, and worked on the school
Gail attended Nauset High School yearbook . Sue has appeared.in sevboth kinds of skiing, and music.
Delta Kappa Epsilon has chosen in Orleans , Mass., where she was eral plays at Worcester Academy
Sue Curi from y Irvington , New President of the National Honor So- and is very interested in drama,
York, as their candidate for Home- ciety, a class officer , and played her oth er interests being horses and
^
coming Queen. While at Marymount hockey, basketball , and softball. bowling in that order. .This summer
Secondary school in Terrytown , She was also Secretary of the Mass- was spent at the Cape but before
New York , Sue worked on both the achusetts Association of Student that she spent eight summers oh a
yearbook and tho school newspaper Councils. Sports and music are her ranch in Wyoming.
and was a member of. the yacht ehih favorite pastimes and (Jail had the
The candidate for P,i Lambda Phi
and art club. At one time Sue took opportuni ty to attend the Interna- will be Barbara Jean (B.J.) Campa six day cruise as part of .the crew tional Colorado Roundup two years bell from Wilton , Connecticut. B.J.
on the schooner Tabor Boy, sister agO. Right now she is planning in was a representative to Student
ship to the famous Yankee, from majoring in Sociology and going Council, a member of the National
Marion , Mass. to Bopthbay Harbor. into social work following gradua- Honor Society, and yearbook - layout
She finds Colby both casual and ti on.
editor at Wilton High, She plans
friendly.
to
major in art and continue in the
Blond-haired , . blue - eyed
Sue
field
after graduation . In extra-curMarty Schatt , Delta Upsilon 's Woodward will represent Sigma
Continued
on Page Seven
Queon candidate , hails from Miami , Thete. Princeton, Mass., is hes
Florida^ where . she recently moved,
Her high school years were spent
at Northport High , School oh Long
WatervllBo
10 Sprin g StI
sland, where she was Secretary of
SAME DAY SERVICE ON LAUNDRY
the Student Council , on the yearbook- staff , and a oheerleader. MarV
REASONABLE PRICES
TR 3-3057 .
ty loves skiing and has joined the
Outing Club to further that interest. Besides travelling to Florida ,
she has [be en out west to Colorado.
Representing Tail Pita at Homecoming will be Leslie Duggan of
.. . 'I
[
Prescriptions
.Wilton, New Hampshire. In -high
!
!
Watorvillo 's Professional
school , Leslie was literary editor
!
Dr ug Contor
of hor yearbook , a member of both
j
AND
S.CK
INVALID
[
tho studont council and":the Nation!
al Honorary Society, as w ol as. be|
ROOM SERVICE
in g in tho Senior class play. Hor in- Cornor of North & Pleasant Sts. !
¦
t erests range' f rom tennis and horseNight Calls TR .-7732
i
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back riding-to art. She has actively
f
¦
1
,
Mai
ne;
¦
113
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n
to
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illo
Main
St.,
¦
entered into Outing Club andiCani
. |
i :.
f
torbury Club' and was chosen as ' a
freshman cheerleader,
j . Tho Queen candidate for Lam-da
Chi Alpha , i s Karen Knudsen from
Portland , Maine. While at Dooring
;
,
High, Karen was on tho yearbook
staff , editor of the school newspap er; a member of the National Honor Society, ancl bancli and played
girls ' tennis, hookey, and skiing, as
woll ns being President of hor sorority. Karon is very -interested in
spoofrh. therapy and may continue in
th at field after - graduating. At Colby slid 'would like to continue with
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STRIDER INAUGURATED
Continued from Page - One
at valid judgements when faced
with, difficult alternatives that ' a
mind untrained in abstractions. "
"Another premise is that knowledge
of our past and of the capacities
that human beings have shown
through that past is essential if
man is to see himself in perspective ,
to grasp even dimly the significance
of his place in creation and in his
own history . . . . Each succeeding
generation is privileged to begin its
experience upon a higher hill , the
wider prospect gained for them by
the discoverers of the past. " Still
another premise is that "one cannot
wisely perform the offices private
and public of peace and war unless
he is aware of human potentialities
and human limitations. "
Specifically, "the sciences not
only discip l ine our minds so that
we can learn to make proper and
exact distinctions , but they tell us
how we have evolved into what we
HOMECOMING HIGHLIGHTS
Continued from Page One
from executive members of the
Hangout , will be on sale in the Spa
on weekday mornings from 9-12,
and in the Hangout on the nights
that it is open — and the price is
only $6.00. It' s going to be a memorable weekend , so let's all make a
point of heing there !

are, what we can expect of our
bodies and to a certain extent of
our minds; what ' possibilities there
are for us in relationship to our
physical environment . . . . The social sciences instruct us. as to human progress in self-government, in
the management of daily aifairs . . .
The humanities preserve for us
those instants of highest creative
intensity in human history."
"In this perpective man cannot be
regarded as a "thing", to be manipulated by political, military, or
economic powers. In all of these
areas of study one finds the others
corroborated. All of them echo the
dignity as well as the resourcefulness of the human race. "
Yet this is not all. "In the conviction that devout admiration of
the wonders of creation and scientific research are complementary
rather than mutually exclusive, collges like Colby have respected their
theological origins and have retained
for religion a central place in the
total educational program.
"This is one way in which an institution may remind its students of
the purpose of it all , so that knowledge merely for its own sake, or
even toward any single one of the
objectives that I have suggested ,
will not be regarded as a sufficient
end. "
President Strider continued with
the future of Colby in this perspec-

Wes Roberts can tell you:

tive. ' We may anticipate further
development of programs in the languages and the sciences , new departu res in philosophy and the stud3r of government, the adopti on of
continually more suitable educational methods and devices. The January Plan to encourage independent
study at Colby will go into effect
in the near future, and with it we
anticipate shifts in emphasis toward a greater proportion of individual study in Wl areas of the - curriculum. We think this is a proper
step to take toward insuring a more
intense intellectual experience) more
excitement over learning, more opportunity for a student to penetrate
a subject in real depth.1'
Also for the futu re, "there is the
necessity of maintaining a faculty
distinguished for its teaching and
devoted to scholarship . , . . . . To
maintain such a faculty we must
not only offer a program that will
be congenial and stimulating, but
we must also keep pace with our
fellow colleges in the mundane matter of salaries."
Lastly for the future, "the most
exciting curriculum ever devis_ed
and the finest faculty on earth will
be of little avail if there are not
students >who will be stirred to excitement by them . . . . We must
see to it that hy our admissions pol. Continued on Page Seven

Kennedy & NixonMeet
In Second Great Debate
The second in ' the series p i televised face-to-face meetings be-

tween John Kennedy, and Richard Nixon is history. Last Friday , October 7, saw the two men widen the ideological gap between them,
each scoring points in his favor.
In the writer's op inion., these debates will not change Voters'
minds. The majority of voters have decided for whom to vote and inback strongly at every opportunity
dependents probably will base their
with
a barrage of statistics calcudecision On a variety of . issues.
lated
to prove a point, but serving
What , then, do these debates acto
confuse
the viewer who tried to
complish ? Specifically, what were
follow
closely
the line of reasoning
the results of the second debate P
the candidates were presenting.
Writing from a vantage point of
Kennedy scored heaviest in the
two days of comment and talk about area of domestic affairs such as
the debate, this writer can gauge unemployment, alleged- subsistence
public opinion to some extent. Be- level of living for millions of Amerfore the debate, Kennedy backers icans , and in criticism of the carrywere talking of breaking even with ing out the 1954 Supreme Court deNixon in the second debate, there- segregation policy. He also reiteratby maintaining a "lead" in the ed his stand that the United States
series. (Assuming that Kenned y should have "expressed regrets" to
'won ' the first one.-)" 'Talk after the Khrushchev for the V-2 plane indebate credits Nixon with a force- cident. His sincerity in maintaining
ful presentation, better than his this unpopular stand was unmistakfirst performance. Kennedy 's show- able
— whether it will help him
ing received Comment mainly from politically is doubtful
.
Kennedy backers who claimed vicVice-President Nixon impressed
tory for their man.
viewers mainly on foreign affairs
Mixon was more aggressive, less questions. His statements on Cuba,
willing to agree with Kennedy than on the need for increased techniin the first debate. Both men struck cal assistance in underdeveloped
areas , his criticism • of Democratic
Congressional cuts off the Voice of
America budget , and off the defense
budget were telling ones. His position on the Formosa question was
especially vital. Few Americans
want to see the Communists take
over Formosa. The loss' of Quemoy
and , Matsu may not be serious in
term s of land value , but Formosa
is an "area of freedom " and we
are committed to defend it , along
with the islands.
Audience reaction to the debate
was interesting to note. Some 40 to
50 people were watching where the
writer was , and there were both
Kennedy and Nixon backers. Here's
what impressed them most :
Nixon 's attack on Lyndon Johnson for failure ' to support civil
rights measures advocated .by Congress drew quick applause. Many
watching felt t_iat Johnson considerabl y weakened the strong Kennedy-Democratic Party stand on
civil rights.
Kennedy 's restatement of the
need for old age medical care in
response to a question not directly
concerned with this issue drew neg'
\
i
ative comments . Many felt Kennedy
was laboring the point unduly. On
the other hand , his insistence that
United States ' prestige has fallen
during the past eight years struck
a responsive chord for many viewers.
Nixon picked up Kennedy's reference to the Eisenhower-Nixon responsibility for tho last eight years ,
balanced that against Kennedy 's
division supervisor, he's holding down a key
allegation in the fi rst debate that
telephone job. ,
Nixon had little responsibilit y and
smilingly- asked that Kennedy make
Wes Roberts' story is not unique in the Bell
up his mind', Here , Nixon supp ortTelephone Companies. The telephone business
er s were particul arly d eli ghted.
is growing fast—and men are needed who can
When Mr. Nixon- commented seriously that Kennedy was doing an
grow just as fast,

"THERE'S NO CEILING FOR A SELF-STARTER
IN THE TELEPHONE BUSINESS"
When Wes Roberts was nearing the end of
his senior year at San Jose State College, he was
looking for a job with a wide open future. He
found it when he joine d Pacific Telephone in
San Francisco.
Here's how Wes tells it: "I remember one of
my first job s. The boss said, 'Wes, I want you
to work out a plan showing where we'll need .
new field operating centers to keep up with
Northern California's growth over the next 10
years/ I didn;t know whether I was more happy
.
01 scaie .
*
- Wes didn 't tell us (but his boss did) that he
handled the repor. like a pro.' And today, as a
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to bite off more than you can chew and then) chew
it—yo u 'll want to visit your Placement Office J or
literature and additional infor mation.
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Continued on Pag© Five

Wes can tell you : "We get .good training,
But no one nurses you along. We hire managers
-ngt errand boys. So far as I can , see, there's no
' catling for a self-starter in this business."
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Bang or Daily News ROTC Department
To Present Local Outlines Pro grams
U..'IL ftssemblage And New Positions

The first United Nations .Forum
to be . held in Maine will be presented Friday evening, Octob er 21 at
the Bangor Municipal Auditorium.
The Forum will have five ambassadors as speakers and a leading U.N.
correspondent a's its chairman.
Sponsored by the Bangor Daily
News and free to the public.
Schedule-, to appear on the platform are : U.N. Ambassadors U.
Thant , Burma ; Egidio Ortona , Italy; BohdarjL Lewandowski, Poland ,
and Alex Quaison-Sackey, Ghana.
Ambassadors Ortona and Lewandowski are members of the Security
Council. .. The fifth representative
will be from the United States delegation to the 15th General Assembly, Frances Willis, U.S. Ambassador to . Norway. The Forum Chairman will he Mr; Alexander Gabriel, chief . U.N. correspondent for
Transradio News Agency. Mr. Gabriel is one of only four world correspondents who have covered ( the
United . Nations every day since its
birth in 1945.
The theme of the Bangor Daily
News U.N. Forum is "15th General Assembly ; New Horizons for
Peace". Each Ambassador will
speak on this subject and at the
conclusion of their remarks , the
audience will have an opportunity
to direct questions to them . The
Forum will get underway at 7 :30
p.m. and will be concluded in time
to allow the audience to hear or
view the last Nixon-Kennedy Debate set for 10 p.m.

The Air Science Department , of
Colby College has started its . program for another year. At the first
staff meeting, newly appointed
Group Cpmmander Colonel Bruce B.
Turner , assigned positions to all the
advanced cadets. The senior officers
of the department were given the
following positions : Edwin K. Gow,
Squadron II Commander;-Hugo C.
Steiler, Squadron I Commander ;
John P. Whitehead , Operations Officer ; Robert M. Wright, Inspector.
The newly, selected Junior officers
were then given the following posts :
Ceylon L. Barclay, A Flight Commander ; Nelson E. Bruce, Administrative Services Officer; Whitney
J. Coombs , D. Flight Commander ;
Edwin B. Cragin, B Flight Commander ; Donald E. Legro, Drill
Flight Commander ; Samuel R. McCleery, Material Officer ; John W.
McHale, Administrative
Officer
Squadron I; William J. Pye, Personnel 'Officer ; Allston E. Weller ,
Administrative Officer Squadron II;
Harmin T. Withee, 0 Flight Commander ; Joseph A. Wright, Executive Officer-Squadron II ; Robert B.
Marr , Executive Officer, Squadron
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a purely political measure. Nixon
faces the necessity of appealing to
Democrats and. Independents in order to. obtain a majority vote. He
may be helped by the concentration
on personalities that modern trends
have influenced.
On the other hand , Kennedy has
allied himself with the Democratic
Party down the line and has; campaigned hard on its heritage and
the party of progress. Whether this
will effectively combat the image
of proven experience and mature
leadershi p Nixon and Lodge are attempting to build up remains to be
seen.
Amid conflicting thoughts — that
fewer viewers saw the second debate, than th e fir st , that the candidates were more aggressive, that
few votes were changed one way
or the Ojther — America sits back
and waits for the next "Great Debate. "

1
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The National Foun dation (N.
Y.C.) has awar ded a $2000 scho larship to a Colby juni or , Lael
Swinney, of Ar lin gton , Vir ginia.
She p lans to become a med ical
socia l worker. 'T he scholarshi p
provides $500 for her two remainin g y ears at Colby and l ike
amoun ts for two years at graduate school.

- After the assignment of positions,
Lt. Colonel Harry E. Peterson , Professor of Air Science, took over the
meeting and stated , that the department was looking forward to a fine
and enthusiastic, year. Colonel Peterson emphasized the fact that,
since the program became voluntary
as of last year, there has been an

''
, /£k IN COLOR - - . -!

KENNEDY AND NIXON

, Continued from Page Four
"effective" job - of criticizing the
Eisenhower record ;, Kennedy backers had their turn to laugh.
In the midst of seemingly total
disagreement between the two men
it was interesting to note two important issues upon which there was
some agreement : First , both candidates said they would not hesitate to .raise taxes , if a national
emergency, or a special situation
warranted it. Secondly, both men
agreed that they would meet Mr.
Khrushchev at the summit only if
it would serve the cause of peace
and showed a reasonable chance for
success.
,
Mr. Nixon has stated that he
favors electing men not solely by
party labels but by their ideas and
merits. He is trying to put himself
in the public eye not as a Republican hut also as a man with a program of his own. His move may be

L A EL SWINN EY
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ever increasing display of enthusiasm among those freshmen and
sophomores -who have selected Air
Science.
Preliminary matters having been
completed , th e AFROTC Cadet
Corps began to move into full
swing. The first weekly briefing of
the entire advanced Cadet Corps occurred Monday September 17, and
the first drill session commenced
that afternoon with the flight commanders teaching the freshmen and
sophomores such routines as facing
and column movements. On September 25 of the following week, a second weekly briefing of the advanced
corps was held in which was discussed' the various procedures of the
drill session which followed. During
the same week Colonel Benjamin A.
Karsoras , Assistant Commandant of
AFROTC for New England , arrived
and a meeting of the advanced staff
and personnel occurred for the benefit of Colonel Garsoras. Each adContinued on Page Seven
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This is the 'B-52. Advanced as it
may be, thisrairplane has one thing
in common with the first wargalleys of ancient Egypt. ..and
with the air and space vehicles of
the future. Someone must chart its
course. Someone must navigate it.
For certain young men th is presents a career of real executive
opportunity. Here , perhaps you
will/haye the chance to, master a
profession full of meaning, excitement and rewards... as a Navigator in 't he U. S. Air Force.
To Qualif y for Navigator training as an Aviation Cadet you must
be an American citizen between 19
and 26J _ —single, health y and intelligent. A high school diploma is
required ; but some college is highly
desirable. Successful completion of
the training program leads to a
commission as a Second Lieutenant... and your Navigator wings.
If you think' you have what it
takes to measure up to the Aviation Cadet Program for Navigator training, sec your local Air
Force Recruiter. Or clip and mail
this coupon.
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took for kriits ,.,KIMBERIY KNITS ... to
become your fashion uniform. Why not?.,.
when they're as easy to wear land as vfronderfu5 looking as this fiat woo! knit With ribbed
cowl collar, smooth leather belt. Not the
< least of its considerable charms is the price,
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,By ELLIOT WOOCHER
There seems to be concern among a segment of the Colby Community that very little "spirit", with the exception of that which is
bottled , is present at home football games. The cheerleaders, though
they work very hard , seem, to have quite a job trying to generate enthusiasm and almost always the Colby locomotive runs out of steam
before it reaches the first station. The only time the roar of the crowd
drowns out the voices of those cheering in front (this shouldn't be
too hard to do) is when we have a '"count up". I think this can be
accounted for by either the fact that we have just scored and every
one is standing for the kickoff which makes cheering more palatable,
or possibly because at such times we subconsciously identif y ourselves
with the space race and Russia becomes our real enemy and not the
opposing football team. This last reason, however, is pure conjecture
on my part and one which I won't pursue any further.
A couple of weeks ago I went downstreet and attended the Waterville - Winslow football game. Inadvertantly I sat on the Waterville side and Waterville was really clobbered. I was amazed though
at the ' tremendous amount of spirit exhibited by the Waterville fans
even when their team was being badly beaten and victory was obviousl y beyond hope. Cheers were started .from the crowd, banners
were waved, and a general atmosphere of continuous excitement and
uninhibited spirit was exhibited. At one point late in the game, with
Waterville threatening to score , the enthusiasm of the crowd was so
sweeping that I even found myself yelling the old warcry "we want
a touchdown," much to my surprise^ Beside me, ancl yelling in a
much truer spirit, was a lady who probably hadn't seen the inside of
a high school in thirty years. She was really enj oying herself too.
I come away from- the Waterville-Winslow game feeling no need
of repentance for participating 'in such a "highschoolish" and unsophisticated festivity. (I still believe I'll be able to face another can of
beer.) I did come away from that game with new ideas about that
(
old word worn subject "spirit".
I don't believe spirit is something which cheerleaders generate
to the crowd. Cheerleaders only direct or in some cases ignite it. If
combustion follows its only because the inflamable substance, in this
case spirit, was there in the first place. Spirit is a qualitative substance
however. The truest kind of spirit is spontaneous. It needs no ignition
only direction.

Booters Bop B..JJ. Mules Blast Sp ringf ield
6-3 With Five Goal
Trinity
Entertain
Mere
Second Half Rally

•The Colby varsity _ soccer, team
picked up its second win of the
season last Saturday as they upset
Boston Umversity, 6 to 3 on Mayflower Hill. Fred Merrill and Steve
"Weeks paced the Mules with two
goals apiece , while Whit Coombs
and Steve Chase chipped in one
each . B.U. pulled ahead at the end
of the first half on a tally by Pollini after Schiffer tied the score at
one-all with a goal in the first period. Colby then came from behind
with three scores in the third period
and two in the fourth before Buginis registered and last score for
I
Boston.
The Mules continue their season
this afternoon as they play host to
Norwich Academy at 2 :30. Although
Colby has . been without the services
of Larry Barr , Tim Dakin , and Bill
Christie due to injuries received in
previous weeks, it is hoped that the
squad will be at full strength for
this afternoon 's encounter. This
will mark the first time in the history of the' two colleges that they
have ever met on the soccer field.
Like Colby, Norwich has recently
l-ecognized soccer as a fall sport.
However,, without any previous experience, it is difficult to predict
what to expect from the Cadet hooters.
.
The varsity team had .long scrimmages Tuesday , and yesterday afternoons with the freshmen , and
Coach Loebs reported in an interview earlier this week that he was
pleased
with the improvement
shown by Steve Weeks and Fred
Merrill in the forward line. Coach
Loebs- feels that with constant ' improvement they will add to the
scoring power that is always necContinued on Page Eight

Tongue in cheek — No. 40 Bruce Kingdon carries behind the blocking of Binky Smith.' Both backs starred in the Springfield game.
Coach Bob Clifford's football , team remained undefeated this
week after an impressive 40 to 20 victory over host Springfield College. Mass., before a crowd of 1200.
The Mules, playing without.the services of co-captain and fullback Bob Nigro , displayed a fast and powerful ground attack , as they
scored 26 points in the first half.

A short punt by Springfield and
a 25-yard run by Bruce Kingdon
set .Colby up for their first score.
Sophomore fullback Dave Cox
plowed over from less than a yard
out and a Davidson-to-Carpenter
pass made the count 8-0 in Colby's
'
favor.
.. '
Right halfback "Bink" Smith
highlighted the next Mule . drive
with a 30-yard run , ' and Bruce
Kingdon scored from the five-yard
line.
Colby's third touchdown came at
the very beginning of the second
quarter , with Kingdon again , scoring ; this time from the one yard
line.
Dave Cox , who turned in a fine
game at fullback pounced on a
Springfield fumble at the Maroon 's
30-yard stripe to set up the fourth
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Mule touchdown, as Smith scored
from two yards put.
Springfield's " lone score in the
first half came after Tim Connors,
recovered a Colby . fumble on the
Mule's 25-yard line.
In the . second half Springfield
found the visitors' weak spot as
quarterback Bill "Wood' s aerials got
the Maroons back in the game with
two quick touchdowns, closing the
margin to 26-20. It was at thi s point
that Smith , behind superb blocking, circled left "end and raced 56
yards to put the game on ice for
the Mule eleven.
Jim Bridgeman intercepted a
Springfield pass and John McHale's
final touchdown. Davidson passed toten yard jaunt resulted in Colby 's
Stimson for the . two points.
The win avenged last year's 4914 loss and was also the first home
opener that . the Maroons had lost
in 15 years.
Springfield now has a 1-2 record
while Colby stands 3-0. Previous
Colby victories have been over Norwich and Kings Point. Saturday
Trinity College will meet the Mules
before a Parents' Day ' crowd on
Mayflower Hill.
Trinity 's Bantams last year defeated • the Mules 28-22 in a hard
fought contest. The series between
the two teams is now tied at five
games all and both squads will be
aiming for this tiebreaker game.
Men to watch -on the Bantams are
halfback Bill Polk, quarterback
Tony Sanders , Tom Reese and Mike
Gelin linemen , and ends Dale Peatman and Doug Tansill.
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Home Style Cooking j
OUR L-JC- E SPORT-JACKET '
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Ludy '21

These classic fabrics are especially suited to
College Hall _ natural-model tailoring. Their dis. tinctive patterns emphasize the authentic styling
¦
' ' *»• ' of these tradition-setting suits. Our current collection offers you these Imported and domestic
¦worsteds in the widest variety ... in herringbones,
str ipings,plaids and sharkskirjsf that will establish
yourJashion authority.

$5 0 . 0 0

¦

WHE RE COLBY BOYS MEET
Pacy '27

Located At

!

do mestic and Imported

¦

$39.95 , to
¦

Howie '41

-

$ 7 9 . 9 5'
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COLBY PARENTS
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60 T E M P L E STREET
Ai r Conditio ni ng
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The Store For Men and Boy*
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O UR A UTH ENTI C W ORSTEDS

Ar istocrat of sport jacket s, our Duke reflects
College Hall's deft "natural" touch in every traditional line. Note its authentic style features; a
minimum of padding In the shoulders,extra lightweight front, narrow lapels with a soft roll to the
center button. Noteworthy: tho exclusive new
patternsyou'll find in our collection... patterns that
"naturally " symbolize your fashion leadership.

$25.00

American & Syrian Food
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Gustom-mado Jackets for follows
with broad shoulders antl small i
j
waists. — Reasonable prions,
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A Ji£.Offers
Summer Wor k In
derniaii y& France
The American Student Information Service has just completed its
is'econd large scale year of operation
in placing American college students
iin summer jobs in Europe.) The demand Jot summer jobs on the European continent has prompted
.ASIS to enlarge its facilities to the
.extent that it can now offer several thousand paying- summer jobs to
American • college students.
The jobs pay the standard -wage
of the country in which they are
located and are available in Germany, France, England, Israel ,
Spain , Switzerland and Scandinavia, iubout 65 percent of ASIS summer jobs are located in two countries, Germany and France. Openings include farm work, construction work, resort " work, f actor y
work, hospital work and a few selected office jobs for those who
have a working knowledge of German or French.
Students interested in summer
jobs in Europe should write directly to: American Student Informations Service e.v., Jahnstrasse 56a.,
Frankfurt Main , Germany. The office of the Dean of the Faculty has
brochures describing the program in
greater detail.

ROTC DEPARTMENT
A PANORAMA OF QUEEN
Continued from Page Five
Continued ; from Page Three
vanced
cadet, holding an adminisricular activities , B;J. has become
trative office, gave a speech outa member of the Colby Outing Club.
The final candidate is Phi Delta
Theta's Linda Doe from Franklin,
Mass. Linda was active in Drill
Team , Chorus,. French National
Honor Society, a member of the volleyball a-nd badminton , and worked
oh the. yearbook during high school.
She is planning to major in history
here at Colby and has joined *¦ sev15S - 158 Main Street
eral extra-curricular activities. This
Gives
the Colby Student
summer, was a wonderful opportunity for Linda to see the United SHOE REPAIRING & DYEINQI
Quality Service - 1 H our Service
States, as she ' travelled with her
For
your convenience will deliver
family from Franklin to California ,
to New Orleans, and back to Kennebunkport, Maine.

STRIDER INAUGURATED
Continued from Page Four
icies we continue to bring to the
college young men and young w_ men with intellectual _ curiosity and
the ambition to do theii- be^t, in
every kind of college activity, but
especially in their studies."
President Strider reiterated the
importance of maintaining and promoting Colby's religious tradition
with these aims in mind -— freedom ,
tolerance and humility. Consequently, "a college must give allegiance
to the truth and to create a climate
for free and unrestricted inquiry. "
Also, - "attempts must constantly
be made to reduce areas of discord
or misunderstanding between the
various parts of the community : to
bring the faculty and administration
into harmonious relationship, to
maintain channels of communication
with the students , to bring the trustees into counsels on educational
and social aspects of the community
as well as the financial, to bring
the alumni , as well as parents and
other friends , by means of seminars
and special programs designed for
them into the intellectual life of the
college." Finally, "a religious heritage encourages constructive dialogue between the scholars of one
community and the scholars- of
others , between administrative officials of one and those of others."
-

¦
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and those others represented here ; [
all of them are capable of modest
realization . "We are not so naive as
to , suppose that these objectives can
be reached without discouraging
failures , or without sacrifice. But
upon ' them we stake our existence
as a college, in the faith that they
can be achieved."
i

In conclusion , President Strider
stated that "there is nothing Utopian in these ideals that'I have been
describing. All of them are appropriate for institutions like our own

1

interested

students

'
to Bob Sylvia.
i " .
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AL COREY'S
MUSIC CENTER
99 Main St.
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ADLERS ,IN WHITE AND COLORS ,FOR MEN AND WOMEN,AVAILABLE AT ,
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COETS Quilled Cotton Squares
COLGATE Dental Cream .. •
USTERINE
SCOTTIES Facial Tissue

1
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Harold B. Berdeen

Dakin ' s -

Job , Novelty & Social Printing
" We Give You Service
Telephone TR 3-3434
/
88 Pleasant St.
Waterville >
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SPORTING GOODS CO.
67 Temple
TR 2-2344
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52 NORTH STREET
|
» BEAR WHEEL ALIGN MENT
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
!
SERVICE
|
1
GENERAL AUTO
!
REPAIRING
Gas
Oil
- Tires - Batteries
!

DENNISON SUPPLIES
!
STUDIO GREETING CARDS I
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
!
I
Sales - Service - Rental
<
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
j

I

51 Main Street
Waterville
Maine
Charge Acc ounts
• y
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PROC TOR'S
SERVI CE STATI ON
TR 2-5471
I Get Your Car Read y !
! For Winter Now !

i

BERRY'S
STATIONERS

, -j
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GALLERT
SHOE STORE

»

!

TR 2-5622

. "Good Shoes for
College Men and Women "
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EVERYTHING IN MUSIC
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HANGOUT NEEDS HELP
\ The hangout has an excellent i
¦ opportunit y for a student inter'
ested in its work. The position of '
' Business Manage r is open. Any
j

lining his responsibilities and then
was required to answer questions
concerning these responsibilities for
the purpose of clarification.

MAINE

BRYLCREEM

',

COLGATE Dental Cream
FITCH Shampoo
LISTERIA

you receiVe: ~

SILVIKRIN Shampoo
MODESS Tampo ns
SOFSKIN Hontl Cream
SECRET Deodorant

WW

NO DOZ Awakeners
PRO ELECTRIC Shave Lotion
RIGHT-GUARD Deodorant
TING AM Cream

With the compliments of the manufacturers / CAMPUS-PAC
offers you a wonderful assortmen t of quality .products you
need and want! This sensational g ift is yours FREE—and there
are money-saving cou pons in every Pad Don't miss outl
CAMPUS-PA C cannot ho bought in any s/oreJ

While tho' supp ly lasts , get your FREE CAMPUS-PAC from our
representative! He will bo around to sco you!

Frosh Men Fraternize;
156 Accepted Biddings

On Friday evening, October 7, after much squirming and whispering in the library, fraternity bids were finally sent out a little before 9:00. Many of the Colby girls cheered as 156 freshmen men, two
transfer students, and three sophomores entered their respective fraternity houses to ' accept ..their bids.
The bids issued were as follows :.
Alpha Tau Omega : Bruce Banks,
Marc Cummings, Lloyd DuBois,
Robert Dyer , Robert Farquhar, Jon
Fredrikson, William Hendrickson,
John Ladd , Bruce Lessard, Hal C
Bentley Beaver , Richard Chandler,
Miller , Kenneth Nye, Alfred Olivetti , Hans -Onsage-r, John Pomeranz ,
Benjamin Potter , Bernard Stupski ,
Richard Zipser , Gerald Zoehler, and
transfer Paul Husson.
Delta Ivappa Epsilon : William
Anderson , John Beeson , Phillip
Cannon, David Chase , Jonathan
Choate, Jonathan Clarner, James
Crawford , William Crittendon, Josiah Drummond , Donald Guilbert ,
A: B. Hallowell , Donald Haughs,
Robert McBride , John Machen, William Moulton , P. Kendall Palmer ,
Francis Pai'ker , Prosper Parkerton ,
John Robinson , Donald Short , and
Stamatis Tsitsopoulos.
Delta Upsilon : Michael Beede ,
John Bush, David Campbell , Gene
Cottrell , Edward ' Dukes , Luther
Emerson , Kenneth Federman , Robert Furek , , Anthony Goodchild ,
Gardner Gray, Gerald Hollins , William Leighton , John MoNabb , Arthur Miller , Everett Mitchell , William Perkins , David Pailey, William
Pollock , Ii. G. Purington , Andre
Srodin , James •. Valhouli , Andrew
Weiland , and Anthony Wilkins.
Kappa Delta Rho : Peter Arvantis , Ted Bidwell , . Peter Cooper ,
Bruce Herikel, Charles Kemerer ,
Alex Lloyd, Morgan . McGinley, Ed-

ward Malley, John Mullen , David
Murphey, Steve Papish , Michael
Robinson , Frank Wright.
Lambda Chi Alpha: Tom Andrews, Paul Brown , Dick Carter,
Bob Drews, Fred Goodwin , Al Gracetta, Steve Hamblin , Bruce LippinTau Delta Phi : Dick Boultier , Vic
cott ,. Jim Morang, Don Oberg, Dave
DeForest
, Stan Dubitsky, Art. FulPomeroy, Dick Robbat , Dave SvedDick
Geltman, Harold Kowal ,
rrian
,
en , Charles Thayer , Bruce WaldKen Levy, Clif f OlLew
Krinsky,
man , and Peter Whalley.
son , Ray Perkins, Fred Post , Todd
Phi Delta Theta : Theodore Bub- Sherman Jim Simon, Bruce Snow ,
,
nowski , Philip Choate, Charles Fal- Bob Sternberg , Mike Weisberg,
lon/ Francis Gagliardi , Roger Isbis- Steve Young, and transfer Frank
ter , and . John Kreideweis."
Kramer.
' .
Pi Lambda Phi : Mark Albertson,
Zeta Psi : Norman Anderson ,
Larry Braun , Lon Chesner , Al FishGeorge Barnett , Peter Coggan , Glen
er, Steve Harri s, Eric Levi , Deane
Crane , John Friberg, Jay PayerMinahan , Art Rickard , John Ryan, |
weatlierj
Daniel George , Martin
Russ Stone, Paul Strong, Larry
^
Myron Kazanjian , John
Kazanj
ian
,
Symington, Bob , Weibust , Charlie
Lockivood , Robert Reed , Robert
Wliite, Ken Young, and sophoWilliam Vaughen , Jon
Sakakeeny,
mores , Jj ionel Levesque , Mary OsVore, and Frank Zaremba.
trovsky and Bill Smith.
Sigma Theta Psi : Ike Baibus;
Flo's Greenhouse
j
William Bosworfch , Richard Friary,
i
TR 2-8913
Peter Gordon , John Haynes, Bernie
Johnson , Don Randall , Murdoch
FLOWERS For Air Occasions !
Ross, Fred Shirley, Stephen Smith,
!
Lower Silver Street .
<(
David Walley, and Robert Wood- ' '
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HARDWARE
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Verified Lubrication
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" MULE KICKS" KICKED
Continued from Page Two
bit lower when separated from the
girls. I do heartily agree with Mr.
Tays that freshmen should look into
the sports situation before making
up their minds to do anything.

Ail Students Asked
|o Submit Poetry

The National Poetry .Association
has announced its annual competition. The closing date for the sub-^
mission of . manuscripts by college
students is Ifovember 5, 1960. Any
student is eligible to submit his
verse/ There are no restrictions as,
to form or theme. Shorter works,
are preferred because of space lim-.
itations. Each poem must be typed
or printed on a 'separate sheet, and
>
must . bear the name and home address of the student , as well as the
name of the college attended.
Teachers and librarians are invited to submit poetry ' for- consideration for possible inclusion in the
Annual National Teacher Anthology. ' The closing date for submission
of manscripts is January 1, 1961,
There are no fees or charges. All
work will be judg ed on merit alone.
Manuscripts should be sent to tlie
Offices of the Association , 3210
Selby Avenue , Los Angeles 34,
California.
' ¦

Waterville
Savings Bank
FKDERAL DEPOSIT
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' INSURANCE CORPORATION
Waterville
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Wednesday - Saturday
'CARRY ON NURSE' (j
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Sunday - Tuesday
» . "PILLOW TALK"
[¦
"STRANGER
I
IN MY ARMS"
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Road Service
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Atlas fires and batteries
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this year on an intramural basis (and
that in the very, near future both
Bates and Maine will recognize soccer as a fall sport and thereby establish an annual championship in
soccer.
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declared because Bates has not yet
officially recognized soccer as an inter-collegiate sport ; rather , the Bobcats play soccor on an informal club
basis. . The Maine Inter-collegiate
Athletic . Association has a definite rule whereby no state series championship is declared until three or more colleges officially
recognize a given sport on its intercollegiate program . Coach Loebs reported that the-University of Maine
is attempting .to ; introduce- socfter '

i

Giguere's Barber Shop <
and Beauty Parlor <
^ Tel. TR 2-6021
146 Main Street

BOOTERS BOP B.U.
Continued trom Page Six ;
essary.- Defensively, the Mules
showed signs of , superior strength
after the experience with Lowell
and Babson. . However, with a lack
of scoring ' power in the forward
lines, it becomes more and more
necessary that the defensive line
keep, the opponents from entering
the penalty area with the opportunity of scoring.
After the Norwich game, the varsity soccer squad will enter the crucial phases of the season in the state
series competition as they travel to
Bates next Tuesday. Although Colby plays home and home games with
Bates and Bowdoin , there cannot be
an official state series championship

. .
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R. J. DUNN , Prop.
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| Post Office Square !
• Esso Service Center j
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Tailors , Cleaners & Dyo rs
Repair ing and Alterations
Custom Mado Clothes
22 Main St.
Watorvillo
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LUNCH

PIZZA
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19 Temple Street
TR 1-9814
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HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
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*¦ !tCombines a unique1 inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...
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to
of
tli
and smooth...
^ nitel v Proved make e taste a cigarette mild
2- wi tl1 a Pur e white outer filter.Together tliey select and balance
the flavor elernentsf In the smoKe. Tareyton's flavof-ba.latice
; ^ives
you ths best taste of the best tobaccos. ' '
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